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Review of the class formation
• In the last conference described the new class
formation in politics of Kurdistan.
– The Kurdayati class
• The generation of political organization and individuals
who devoted to preserve the Kurdish identity.
• Arm struggle against forces of oppression and cultural
assimilation of destruction
• Demanded simple identity needs like citizenship,
language, culture, voice in media, a participation in
government
• All demands were within the brackets of existing
regimes

Review-2
• The Kurdistan in the (North, East, and West) are still in
the kurdiety stage.

Because the severity of conditions of this class the
fragmentations were partly a historical necessity to
exist.
Many of these fragmentations were due to meddling of
enemies in their business, and some of them were
caused by differences in their leadership positions,
many other causes were ideological in nature from
extreme Islamism, to extreme liberalism and so on.

The New Class Formation
– The Kurdistanchiati Class:
• This class evolved in the Southern part of Kurdistan
after the establishment of KRG.
• It is more concerned with equity, expression,
ownership. It has almost the same aspirations and
demands of advanced and industrialized countries
• New organization appearing to represent them
• This class is growing and penetrating all the aspects of
the society and political parties in Sothern Kurdistan

Multiple Political Parties
with multiple Issues
• It is natural that each group has different
issues to deal with.
• Each group holds their issues and aspiration
dear to their hearts.
• Of course multi-issues and aspirations will
cause deeper differences among groups.
• Smaller goals and concerns become
impossible to agree on everything

Big Goals lead to Unity

Sothern Kurdistan is the LAB
• Sothern Kurdistan is the real laboratory to
experiment and study the situation for unity
of Kurdistan because it has all the
characteristics of various groups.

How to Unite?
We must accept the KRG as a number one
focal point in Unification of Kurds and
concentrating of Energies.
• We have to claim the ownership of it regardless of
differences of opinions about it.
• We must use it as a bridge for higher goals

Big Goals Lead to Unity
• When these fragments adopt larger goals like
“Establishing an independent Kurdistan state”, we
will come closer to focus together and get closer
• They must rise up with their goals:
– For example the following goals are important to unify
various groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Solid Three-Pronged Governmental System
Establish a strong economical infrastructure
Unified inter-groups communication Language
Strong Culture and Educational System
Strong Globally-Political Aware Leaders
Strong International Relations
Strong Peshmarga and Police

Three-Pronged Government
• The Executive Branch
– The Presidency Office
• Clearly guided by National aspiration
• Global-Political Aware leadership with complete Advisories in each
areas of Interest

– Prime Minister and Ministers
• Must outline his goals and ambitions before he swears in taking office.
He should be questioned in Parliament on how he will achieve his
goals
• How we will observe and mange the progress

• The Parliament
– All members:
• Members must know which community they are representing.
• They must have an offices close their own communities to hear their
constituents

• The Judicial System
– Must be separate and Independent from the other two
branches.

Strong Economical Infrastructure
• Today the economy is running by oil money
– It is not a bad revenue, but with one little embargo I
wonder what will happen to Kurdistan?
• Enhance the oil industry and its derivatives

– Kurdistan used to be called Bread-basket of the
Middle east.
• Now the basket is coming from abroad. This must be solved
• Concentrate on Agriculture Industry

– There is no real production manpower.
•
•
•
•

Need to enhance small businesses
Good Business laws
Create skilled manpower
Must mandate foreign investors to use Kurdish manpower

Unified Language
• The other problem in unifying Kurds is
eliminating the language barrier.
• Kirmanji and Sorani speakers are getting closer
to understand the problem
– While Zaza speakers believe their dialect is the
best and must be adopted by all.

• We must create a common communication
language for official use through an ocean of
words in our language dictionary

Preserve the Culture
• The culture was/is under attack
We must preserve it and observe it
Separate the entangled Kurdish history with Persians
Respecting Kurdish history and symbols
Preserve our historical places and make them sites for
people to see.
– Enhance studies of old Kurdish religions as they carry
a plethora of information about Kurdish way of
thinking.
– Integrate the culture of globalization and tolerance
–
–
–
–

Strong Educational System
• Educational system
Enhance the universities with all their fields
Establish new systems in education
Improve Academic skills for industrialization
Increase sending candidates abroad to learn from true and
real sources of science and technology
– Translate books in literature and science fast and enrich
the libraries
– Create a Reading Nation By:
–
–
–
–

• Enhance publishing, translating children books and make them
mandatory in elementary schools to read many books weekly to
start generation that will read.
• Then year after year penetrate higher level grades
• Teach research methods starting from elementary school
• Writing yearly reports mandatory for all grades

Capable State aware Leaders
• We need Leadership to show understanding
what leadership is:
– They must know about management of
organization
– Motivation
– Delegation
– Negotiation
– Goals setting
– etc

Strong International Relations
• It is true KRG is not an independent state but it
can do the following:
– Establish cultural relationship via the embassy cultural
interest.
• Student exchanges
• National occasions
• Arts and literature

– Using Iraqi Banking as a bridge to establish Kurdistan
Bank even under the same name and system for
future monetary policies
– Business development with various companies under
rules that enhances Kurdish industry and labor

Strong Peshmarga/Police Force
• Strong peshmarga for defensive purposes
– Well educated
– Well equipped
– Well Trained

• Strong Police force
– Well educated and aware of laws
– Well equipped
– Well trained

Conclusion
• The fact is the Kurds in all 4 parts are different
and internally are also fragmented.
• The Southern Kurdistan is mirror image of all
parts.
• KRG is an important establishment that we
have and must work for its strength not
destruction
• Kurdish groups must adopt a few higher goals
that unite them all around the same path.

